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Tata Communications partners with Google Cloud to drive cloud 
adoption in India 

Offers Tata Communications’ IZO Managed Cloud Services for Google Cloud  
 

 
 
India, February 16th, 2021- Tata Communications, a global digital ecosystem enabler, today announced 
its partnership with Google Cloud to drive cloud adoption and transform Indian businesses. With this 
partnership, Tata Communications has further expanded their managed public cloud services portfolio to 
include capabilities for Google Cloud.   
 
The partnership between Tata Communications and Google Cloud India will enable organisations to deploy 
and access Google Cloud services through Tata Communications’ IZO™ Managed Cloud while providing them 
ease-of-use coupled with end-to-end services, including cloud architecture planning, workload migration 
and ongoing operational support. 
 
As a Google Cloud India Partner, Tata Communications will support organisations with services across 
infrastructure modernisation, data centre transformation, application modernisation, smart analytics, 
multi-cloud deployments and more.  
 
Tata Communications IZO™ Managed Cloud provides the right expertise, infrastructure, and support 
services to drive business growth and improve performance. Tata Communications’ IZO™ Cloud Command 
portal offers a single-pane-of-glass orchestration tool which integrates different enterprise IT environments 
into a single dashboard and simplifies the management and orchestration of the IT estate, offering a 
unified cloud experience. It provides a comprehensive view of IT resource utilisation (across on-premise, 
private, Google Cloud), thus enabling greater control for the customer, resulting in cost efficiencies and 
improved productivity. 
 
With the current global scenario, there is wider recognition for business resilience and agility that cloud 
enables; most businesses are now beginning to explore a cloud-first model. DevOps, a set of practices that 
combine software development and IT operations, has become an important requirement for enterprises. 
To make applications future ready, businesses are modernising them by leveraging Containers and 
Kubernetes (an open-source platform for container orchestration), as they offer businesses the scalability 
and portability they need to be agile and build a competitive edge, enabling self-service provisioning and 
capacity on-demand with ease.  
 
Tata Communications’ services to managed Kubernetes can enable application modernisation seamlessly, 
which is an essential need as enterprises graduate in the hybrid multi-cloud environments. According to an 

IDC survey1, more than 60 per cent of Indian organisations plan to leverage cloud platforms for digital 
innovation, as they re-strategise their IT spending plans. Tata Communications and Google Cloud India 
together have market leading capabilities across a spectrum of services for customers looking to reframe 
their business blueprint. 
 
“The current demands on enterprises to manage and optimise their cloud solutions has never been more 
important, especially in the wake of COVID-19 and our increasing reliance on cloud infrastructure,” says 
Rajesh Awasthi, Global Head of Cloud and Managed Hosting Services at Tata Communications. “As 

 
1 Source: IDC Market Analysis Perspective: India Cloud, 2020 (Doc # AP45509319). 
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organisations migrate to Google Cloud, they need a partner that will support them across their entire IT 
ecosystem and deliver a unified cloud management platform that offers greater transparency, control and 
security of their data and applications.” 
 
“The true test of 2021 will be how organizations adopt a cloud first approach. Through our partnership with 
Tata Communications, we will be able to provide our customers with a unified, end-to-end experience that 
will remove the complexity in cloud management and help them transform at speed and scale”, said 
Amitabh Jacob, Head of Partners and Alliances at Google Cloud India  
 
Tata Communications’ cloud capabilities are underpinned by 14 cloud nodes along with its tier-1 network, 
which carries around 30% of the world’s Internet routes. Tata Communications is also awarded the best 
Managed Multi-cloud service provider of the year by Frost & Sullivan 3 times in a row. The company has 
partnerships with leading ISPs and major cloud providers.  
 
Ends...  
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sanil.shirsat@adfactorspr.com 

  
  

 
About Tata Communications 
Tata Communications is a digital ecosystem enabler that powers today’s fast-growing digital economy.  
 
The company enables the digital transformation of enterprises globally, including 300 of the Fortune 500 – unlocking 
opportunities for businesses by enabling borderless growth, boosting product innovation and customer experience, improving 
productivity and efficiency, building agility, and managing risk. 
 
With its solutions orientated approach and proven managed service capabilities and cutting-edge infrastructure, Tata 
Communications drives the next level of intelligence powered by cloud, mobility, Internet of Things (IoT), collaboration, 
security, and network services.   
 
Tata Communications carries around 30% of the world’s internet routes and connects businesses to 60% of the world’s cloud 
giants and 4 out of 5 mobile subscribers. 
 
The company’s capabilities are underpinned by its global network, the world’s largest wholly owned subsea fibre backbone 
and a Tier-1 IP network with connectivity to more than 200 countries and territories. 
 
Tata Communications Limited is listed on the Bombay Stock Exchange and the National Stock Exchange of India.  

 
www.tatacommunications.com 

Forward-looking and cautionary statements 
Certain words and statements in this release concerning Tata Communications and its prospects, and other statements, including those relating to Tata 
Communications’ expected financial position, business strategy, the future development of Tata Communications’ operations, and the general economy in India, 
are forward-looking statements. Such statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors, including financial, regulatory and 
environmental, as well as those relating to industry growth and trend projections, which may cause actual results, performance or achievements of Tata 
Communications, or industry results, to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. The important factors that could 
cause actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially from such forward-looking statements include, among others, failure to increase the 
volume of traffic on Tata Communications’ network; failure to develop new products and services that meet customer demands and generate acceptable 
margins; failure to successfully complete commercial testing of new technology and information systems to support new products and services, including voice 
transmission services; failure to stabilize or reduce the rate of price compression on certain of the company’s communications services; failure to integrate 
strategic acquisitions and changes in government policies or regulations of India and, in particular, changes relating to the administration of Tata 
Communications’ industry; and, in general, the economic, business and credit conditions in India. Additional factors that cou ld cause actual results, performance 
or achievements to differ materially from such forward-looking statements, many of which are not in Tata Communications’ control, include, but are not limited 
to, those risk factors discussed in Tata Communications Limited’s Annual Reports. The Annual Reports of Tata Communications L imited are available at 
www.tatacommunications.com. Tata Communications is under no obligation to, and expressly disclaims any obligation to, update or alter its forward-looking 
statements. 
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